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PRESIDENT'S  MESSAGE

My Dear Friends,

On January 31, 2016 we were deeply saddened by the untimely departure of our 1992 FINEX President 
Eduardo R. Alvarez.  In tribute to our dear friend Ed, we had a Eucharistic Mass in partnership with the UP 
Pan Xenia Fraternity on February 5.  On January 29, we also lost another FINEX Member and former NEDA 
Secretary Dr. Cayetano W. Paderanga Jr. I would like to request all of our members for their prayers for 
both of them.  On behalf of FINEX, I would also like to extend our deepest condolence to their respective 
families as well as to our members Walter Wassmer whose mother, Adela Wassmer and Maria Esther 
Bautista, whose father, Dr. Ceferino Follosco  both passed away last March 13, 2016. 

For our 2nd GMM, we had a Joint Special Testimonial Luncheon on March 11, 2016, in honor 
of the outgoing DFA Secretary, the Honorable Albert F. del Rosario together with the MBC, 
MAP, PCCI, AMCHAM, BAP and the Chamber of Mines at the fully packed ballroom of the 
Fairmont Hotel.  It was a fitting tribute to someone who played a pivotal role in financial 
inclusion by looking after the interests of our OFWs in various countries, particularly in 
the Middle East.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the hardworking committees that are 
all under pressure to come up with relevant programs and activities for our members.  As 
of March 15, the institute has already held two very relevant and timely seminars both of 
which were very well attended.  On March 9, the Professional Development Committee 
had “Today’s ERM Issues on Cyber Crime Risks” with 60 participants which was held at the 
Makati Shangri-La.  The Tax and Legal Committee also held its “Tax Updates Forum” last 
March 15 at the Dusit Thani Hotel in Makati with 50 attendees.  Our Sports and Wellness 
Committee also organized the Pico de Loro Trekking last February 25 with 17 energetic 
mountain climbers.

In the coming days and weeks, our members can expect more activities for their professional 
and personal growth.  We have also provided special services to our members and their 
families such as the NBI Clearance facility done last February 9 at 
our FINEX Office, were quite a number of our members were able to 
get their NBI Clearance in comfort, convenience and in record time. 
We would also like to encourage all of our members to nominate 
their finance colleagues to become members of FINEX.  I would 
love to hear from you any suggestions, comments and concerns 
you may have.  

Thank you for your kind attention and I look forward to joining you 
in the many forthcoming activities we will have.
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Guest of Honor 
& Speaker

As the CEO of one of the country’s top manufacturing 
firms, Mr. Tan will share his views on the future of 
manufacturing and how it will contribute to the 

achievement of inclusive development in the country.

General Membership Meeting
Turf Room, Manila Polo Club  •  April 1, 2016

Mr. Arthur Tan is the President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Integrated Micro-electronics Inc. (IMI), 
one of the leading global providers of electronics 
manufacturing services (EMS) and power 
semiconductor assembly and test services with 
manufacturing facilities in Asia, Europe, and North 
America. It serves diversified markets that include 
those in the automotive, industrial, medical, 
telecommunications infrastructure, storage device, 
and consumer electronics industries.

Mr. Tan concurrently holds the positions 
of President & Chairman of the Board of PSI 
Technologies, President & CEO of Speedy-Tech 
Electronics, Ltd., Senior Managing Director of Ayala 
Corporation, Vice Chairman of Ayala Automotive 
Holdings Corporation and Board member of 
Renewable Energy Test Center (RETC).  He is also 
the Chairman of the Semiconductor Electronics 
Industries in the Philippines Inc. (SEIPI), member 
of the Board of Trustees of the Philippine 

Development Foundation, and an independent 
Board member of the Lyceum of the Philippines 
University

Before joining IMI, Mr. Tan was the 
Northeast Area Sales Manager and Acting Design 
Center Manager of American Microsystems, Inc. 
(Massachusetts, USA). The last position he held at 
AMI was Managing Director for Asia-Pacific and 
Japan Regional Headquarters.

Mr. Tan obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in 
Electronics and Communications Engineering 
from the Mapua Institute of Technology in 
the Philippines.  Mapua has honored him as 
Outstanding Alumnus in 2003, and as one of 
the Ten Outstanding Mapuans (for Information 
Technology) in 2004.  He has taken post graduate 
programs at the University of Idaho, Singapore 
Institute of Management and Harvard Business 
School.

Mr. Arthur R. Tan
President & CEO

Integrated Micro-Electronics, Inc.

“the future of Manufacturing”

3rd
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The PGS is a governance framework that utilizes a balanced 
scorecard as a tool to incorporate good governance, best 
practices and principles into running organizations, or 
specifically of the Accountancy profession in its commitment 
to good governance in its members’ professional practice 
and responsible citizenship. It is all about the Profession’s 
pursuit of adopting a good governance reform program as 
its contribution to the  country’s national development.

Because of its significance to the Philippine economy, the 
Accountancy Profession was one of the professions that ISA 
involved in developing the Roadmap for the Professions. 
The Roadmap specifies for the professions the broad 
strategy outlined for the Philippines 2030 Roadmap, which 
consists of a strategy to develop the Philippines into a 
national community of responsible citizens in a generation’s 
time. The Accountancy Profession is one of these sectors 
represented in this initiative together with local government 
units (cities, municipalities and provinces), business, 
media, youth, academe, church and the professions. The 
Philippines 2030 Roadmap represents the institutionalized 
efforts of all these sectors towards national development 

and responsible citizenship.

The Philippines 2030 Roadmap as developed touches on six 
(6) perspectives, strategies and objectives, which revolve 
around sense of community, shared values and sense of 
prosperity and progress. Among these strategic objectives, 
two are most relevant to the professions: professional and 
ethical standards aligned with global standards, and social 
responsibility programs spread to all sectors of society.

In 2002, The PRC during the leadership of Chairman 
Antonieta Fortuna-Ibe from 2001 made good governance as 
the flagship project and priority of the Commission. PRC’s 
good governance projects covered a review of ethical and 
professional practices in the different professions, to ensure 
that these were aligned with global best practices and the 
principles of good governance and responsible citizenship.

In June 2002, with then ISA President Jesus Estanislao’s 
help, the PRC Officials and employees adopted a Good 
Governance Code of Ethics, and all the 42 Professional 
Regulatory Boards, which included the Board of Accountancy 
and the 42 Accredited Professional Organizations, (APO) 

The PGS Journey of the Accountancy Profession
By: Normita A. Lansang-Villaruz

Indeed, these are very exciting times for the Accountancy Profession. By the time 
this is published, the Accountancy Profession (Profession) will have been adjudged 
and have undergone the Institutionalization and the Islands of Good Governance 
(IGG) Revalida in its Performance Governance System (PGS) in a Public Forum at 

the AIM Conference Center led by the Institute for Solidarity in Asia (ISA)
as scheduled on March 29, 2016.

This was after ISA congratulated the Profession on the results of the 
PGS Institutionalization Evaluation Process conducted by a Team of third-party 
Assessors with international accreditation in January 2016 and recommended the 

Profession toundergo the said Revalida.
ISA a non-stock, non-profit, non-government organization

that advocates good corporate governance reforms and believes in making 
governance a shared responsibility.

The author is the Chairman 
o f  t h e  P e r f o r m a n c e 
Gove rnance  Sys tem 
(PGS) Committee for the 
Accountancy Profession 
of the Philippine Institute 
o f  C e r t i f i e d  P u b l i c 
Accountants (PICPA).
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which included the Philippine Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (PICPA), formally pledged to a Code of Good 
Governance for the Professions. On June, 23, 2003, 
Executive Order No. 22, “Adopting the Code of Good 
Governance for the Professions” was approved by then 
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.

The PGS has institutionalized the Accountancy Profession’s 
actions, plans strategies and targets. Its adherence to the 
PGS has enabled it to become more directed and focused 
in its performance resulting to the attainment of significant 
milestones for the Profession.

The 2015 PGS ROADMAP FOR THE INSTITU-TIONALIZATION 
OF PGS in the ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION is a joint and 
flagship project of the Professional Regulation Commission 
– Board of Accountancy and the Accredited Professional 
Organization of the Accountancy Profession which is 
the Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(PICPA) together with the four (4) sectoral organizations 
of the Accountancy Profession – Government Association 
of Certified Public Accountants (GACPA), Association of 
Certified Public Accountants in Public Practice (ACPAPP), 
Association of Certified Public Accountants in Commerce 
and Industry (ACPACI) and National Association of Certified 
Public Accountants in Education (NACPAE) under the 
guidance of ISA.

The 2015 PGS Roadmap of the Accountancy Profession 
embodies its:

VISION: A dynamic force towards national prosperity and 
excellence with a global perspective.

MISSION: The Accountancy Profession, being in the 
forefront of all activities related to the economic growth 
and development of the country and attainment of national 
growth and objectives, commits to implement the Code of 
Good Governance for the Professions in the Philippines.

Towards this end, the Accountancy Profession shall 
endeavor to:

1. Build a growing pool of accountants who are dynamic, 
proactive, responsive and innovative leaders in the 
advancement of knowledge and the improvement of 
the quality of life;

2. Direct the Accountants toward a higher level of 
competence in their field of work and strict adherence 
to the code of conduct, and in this regard,  have 
ethical commitment, ethical awareness and ethical 
competency; and

3. Provide a culture of excellence so that accountants 
could develop strong values of commitment, rationality, 
expertise and responsibility.

CORE VALUES: Service to Others, Integrity, Professional 
Excellence/Competence, Innovation, Solidarity and 
Teamwork, and Spirituality.

There are four (4) stages in the PGS Pathway of Good 
Governance. They are the Initiated, Compliant, Proficient 
and Institutionalized Stages.

In 2007, ISA recognized that the Profession has responded 
to the call to come up and adopt a Roadmap for the 
Profession. ISA awarded the Initiated and Compliant stages 
in 2008 and in 2009 the Profession was conferred the 
Proficiency level recognition.

In 2013, the Profession had undergone a Strategy Refresh 
and the sectoral organizations and other stakeholders 
were called upon for support and cooperation and had 
implemented accomplishment of Breakthrough results in 
its targets in its Strategies Scorecard.

The Accountancy Profession is the only profession 
among the 42 professions in the Philippines vying for the 
conferment of the Institutionalized level in the PGS Pathway 
of Good Governance at the same time as an “Island of 
Good Governance.”

Institutionalization in the Accountancy Profession not 
only means the achievement of the Profession’s Strategic 
Breakthroughs. PGS INSTITUTIONALIZATION also means 
cultural transformation in the professional practice and 
sustainable good governance for the CPAs as a dynamic 
force in nation-building. 

The Accountancy Profession is now PGS 
Institutionalized, a Gold Trailblazer awardee, 
and an Islands of Good Governance awardee. 
As awarded on March 29, 2016 at the AIM 
Conference Center.  Congratulations! 

News Flash: 
From the Institute for solidarity in asia (Isa)

Photo shows (L-R) ISA CEO Atty. Alex Lacson, ISA Chairman 
Dr. Francisco Duque, ISA Chairman Emeritus Dr. Jesus 
Estanislao, SEC Commissioner Hon. Antonieta Fortuna-
Ibe, PRC-BOA Chairman Joel Tan-Torres, PICPA PGS 
Comm Chairman Normita Lansang-Villaruz, PICPA President 
Dominador Barrion and PICPA VP for Operations Dr. Cesar 
Mansibang.
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Joint Testimonial Luncheon 
for Hon. Albert del Rosario

Outgoing Secretary of Dept. of Foreign Affairs

Ballroom, Fairmont Hotel, Makati • March 11, 2016

A SPECIAL testimonial luncheon was given by the Philippine 
business community to Secretary of Foreign Affairs Hon. Albert del 
Rosario led by the Makati Business Club (MBC), the Management 
Association of the Philippines (MAP), Financial Executives Institute 
of the Philippines (FINEX), Philippine Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (PCCI), American Chamber of Commerce in the Philippines 
(AmCham), Bankers Association of the Philippines (BAP), and 
Chamber of Mines of the Philippines on March 11, 2016 at the 
Fairmont Hotel in Makati City.

The said business groups with their leaders, including FINEX 
President George Chua, expressed their utmost gratitude and 
appreciation for the excellent leadership and great initiatives and 
contributions of Hon. del Rosario in the advancement of Philippine 
foreign policy and priorities on the international platform, contributing 
to the country’s gains in boosting economic diplomacy, particularly 
moving forward the Philippine free trade agenda, including the recent 
highly successful Philippine hosting of the APEC Economic Leaders 
Summit in November 2015. 

Photo shows Hon. del Rosario receiving plaque of Appreciation 
from (L to R) Atty. Perry Pe of MAP, Mr. Philip Romualdez of 
COMP, Mr. George Barcelon of PCCI, Mr. Ramon del Rosario Jr. 
of PHINMA, Hon. Albert del Rosario, Mr. George Chua of FINEX, 
Mr. Rick Santos of AmCham, Mr. Cesar Virtusio of BAP and Mr. 
Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala of MBC.
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Dr. Conchita L. Manabat is the President of the Development Center for Finance and a Trustee of the FINEX Research & 
Development Foundation. A past Chair of the International Association of Financial Executives Institutes (IAFEI), she now serves 
as the Chairperson of the Advisory Council of the said organization. She is also a member of the Consultative Advisory Groups 
of the International Auditing & Assurance Standards Board and the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants. She 
can be reached at clmanabat@gmail.com.

ON DECEMBER 8, 2015, the International Federation 
of Accountants (IFAC) in cooperation with the 
Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(HKICPA) put together in a roundtable forum some 
thirty senior executives and experts from regulatory 
agencies, financial markets, governments, academe, 
listed companies, and the accounting profession to 
deliberate on the financial regulatory environment. 

The high powered discussions led to some consensus, 
identification of significant concerns for further 
debate, and a direction to promote a global regulatory 
system that will be conducive to long term growth. 
A well-written and concise set of ten principles was 
prepared to serve as guideposts to regulators “for 
better decisions and protect the global economy 
from the dangers posed by a patchwork approach to 
regulation”. In sum, the ten principles are –

1. Clear objectives in the public interest
2. Proportionate and balanced approach
3. Evidence-based assessments
4. Appropriate resourcing
5. Collaborative actions
6. Consistent and coherent regulations
7. Transparent and open consultation
8. Active oversight
9. Systematic review
10. Deliberate enforcement

Going thru the summary report of the forum makes 
me ponder on our own regulatory landscape. The 
ten principles fit well as “musts” for our jurisdiction. 
We should focus on public interest and not on vested 
interest. Regulations should be of the same standards 
and of consistent applications. Interrelated agencies 
should have common guideposts and not varying 
interpretations anywhere in the country. 

Oversight function should be immediately enforced 
and not much later. Transparency and openness to all 
entities of interest should be always observed without 
exception – no un-numbered/”restricted” rulings or 
“customized” resolutions. 

Post transactions review should be done following 
systematic and time-bound processes with 
expectations on requirements clearly identified at 
the outset, if needed. If review were to be done 
at random, the same should be done in an orderly 
manner observing best practices.

As in any undertaking, the framework, organization, 
necessary resources and determination to make things 
happen should be in place to meet expectations. 
Before commenting on how we can fully adopt the 
ten principles, we should assess where we are and 
then, chart how do we get to the desired level of 
regulation. I hope we can do things sooner than later.

Financial Regulatory Principles
“This clear signal from a broad, non-partisan group in 
one of the world’s most important trading centers 
highlights the urgent need for a more globally consistent 
approach to regulation. . . . The current fragmentation is 
creating a regulatory environment that encourages more 
risky trading and financing activities in often unregulated 
domains, and allows for the exploitation of gaps in 
regulation globally. . . ”
Fayez Choudhury
IFAC Chief Executive Officer

DR. CONCHITA L. MANABAT

Republished from IFAC Digest – March 7, 2016
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Ms. Inday,
 
For page 8 (mukhang pera: banknotes) by Ms. 
Ginaflor Oris.
For Page 10 (Inabel) by Ms. Maria Isabel Tesoro.

By: Ms. Ginaflor Oris

Over 40 FINEX members and guests attended “Mukhang 
Pera: Banknotes and Philippine History,” a talk organized 
by the Finex Foundation Arts Committee, with the much 
sought-after speaker, Dr. Ambeth R. Ocampo, last March 9, 
2016 at BPI’s 1851 Club.

Dr. Ocampo began the talk by playing videos demonstrating 
how the simple act of counting money differs from country 
to country.   He then discussed the evolution of bank notes 

FINEX Members and 
Guests: (First Row; L-R) 
Jenny Tam-Yap; Tissa 
Roxas-Tan, Tiffi Zulueta, 
Gina Oris, Dr. Ambeth 
Ocampo, Domeng Go, Atty. 
Larie Concepcion, Sonie 
Aguilar, Marivic Maglutac, 
Maret Bautista, Edith 
Dychiao. (Second Row; L-R) 
Jane Lim, Vic Lim, Sheila 
Tan, Yosuke Onigame, 
Jun Naranjilla, Paul Yap, 
Tony Boy Ongsiako, Boy 
Dimayuga, Kodai Hirose, 
Mol Fernando, and Lilli Ann 
Fernando.

Dr. Ocampo is a public historian, 
scholar, columnist and teacher. 
His research covers the late 19th 
century Philippines and he is 
best known for his writings about 
the Philippine national hero, 
José Rizal. He writes a widely 
read editorial page column for 
the Philippine Daily Inquirer and 
gives regular standing-room-
only talks at the Ayala Museum. 
He is an Associate Professor 
and former Chairperson of the 
Department of History, Ateneo 
de Manila University.

in the Philippines from the Spanish era to the present.  
He cited interesting observations about other countries’ 
bank notes – providing insights on how various designs on 
the country’s currency notes were arrived at.  With bank 
note designs influenced by both politics and the public, 
Dr. Ocampo pointed out that bank note designs are done 
not simply to prevent counterfeiting but also to express a 
country’s history, culture, and identity.  

MUKHANG PERA: 
Banknotes 

and Philippine History

Dr. Ambeth Ocampo 
during his talk.
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FINEX held its third Trekking/Hiking event at Mt. Pico De 
Loro, Ternate, Cavite last February 25. The Mt. Pico De Loro 
trek was attended by 17 FINEX members, guests and AMCI 
Mountaineering Club volunteers.  

Trek Event Chair Tony Boy Ongsiako (an experienced 
mountaineer and a past President/Chairman of AMCI) and 
Sports Committee Chair Arthur Chung together with Sports 
Committee Liaison Director Paul San Pedro planned the 
event.  Mr. Ongsiako secured the services of 4 volunteers 
of the AMCI Mountaineering Club for the trek.

The trek started at 9:00 am. Chair Tonyboy Ongsiako  and 
AMCI Volunteer Oli Torcuator accompanied  Finex member 
Ernie Albano all the way to the campsite. All the participants 
made it to the campsite where they had their lunch with a 
fantastic view of the Nasugbu, Batangas area. Some went 
to the summit (highest peak) including Tony Quach while 
the rest stayed at the campsite.

The group started to descend from the summit area at 
1:30pm. The descent was more arduous because of the 
steepness of the trail. Again, Chair Tonyboy Ongsiako 
accompanied Ernie Albano to the end point. He had 
Ernie use a trekking pole to help him negotiate the steep 

Left photo: Tony Quach and Jun Naranjilla

Top center photo: Ernie Albano. 

Lower center photo: Tony Boy Ongsiako 
with AMCI Volunteers.

Below: Enrico Leyeza, Tony Quach, Tony 
Boy Ongsiako, Jun Naranjilla and Ernie 
Albano.

FINEX Trekking at 
Mt. Pico De Loro

downward descent. “I didn’t want anything to happen to 
Ernie, patay ako kay Yolly” quipped Chair Tonyboy. Near 
the end point, Ronald Magleo (son of FINEX Member Terrie 
Magleo) broke his shoes when his sole separated from his 
shoes. On the way back, he bought a new pair of athletic 
shoes.     

The group then had dinner at the Hap Chan in Vista City 
Lifestyle Center before proceeding to Manila.  

Thank you to AMCI volunteers: Bugsy del Rosario, Bernard 
Calingacion, Zar Fernandez, Oliver Torcuator and FINEX Staff 
Rowell Sura and Chona Vergel. 

“If Ernie Albano can make it, I am sure other reasonable 
fit members can make it too,”  observed Chair Tonyboy.  

Join us next time in our next adventure!

FINEX Members, Tony Boy Ongsiako, Ernie Albano, Tony Quach, 
Jun Naranjilla and Enrico Leyeza

Ternate, Cavite, February 25, 2016

By: Tony Boy Ongsiako
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By: Ms. Maria Isabel Tesoro

“DISENYO at TALENTO” Talk on INABEL:  
an Emblem of FILIPINO-NESS

(Left) Tissa Tan, Beng Tesoro, Vic and Chona Mercado, and Maret 
Bautista; (center) Arts Committee members looking at the old Inabel; 
(right, below) Mr. Mol and Mrs. Lilli Ann Fernando.

Last February 18th, the FINEX 
Arts Committee collaborated 
with Tesoro’s for the holding of  
“INABEL TALK” at TESOROS 
in Makati.  This formed part 
of a series of “DISENYO AND 
TALENTO” talks that is open to 
the public, with the objective 
of enriching the appreciation of 
Filipino cultural heritage.  

The talk focused on the centuries-
old tradition of Inabel weaving, 
shared by Inabel experts Rene 
Guatlo and Al Valenciano.  The 
recently launched book, “INABEL” 
by ArtPost Asia was also featured 
with publisher, Florentina Colayco, 
present in support of the event.

Rene Guatlo began with an 
introduction on the likely origins 
and original uses of the Inabel: that 
it has a long-weaving tradition to 
beginnings lost to history; but 
always known by the locals as their 
own textile available for their daily 
needs – as blankets and material 
for apparel and as ritual burial 
cloths.  The Ilocos region had a 
thriving cotton-growing industry 
from which Inabel was originally 
spun.  However, these areas are 
now devoted to tobacco planting.  

Inabel is said to have even been 
used as replacement sails for the 
galleons as these arrived from 
Acapulco, Mexico until the mid 
1800’s with original sails by then 
torn to shreds from the 6 month-
long journey.  Rene explained the 
likely meanings, symbols, and uses 
of the indigenous iconography 
and motifs woven into Inabel such 
as the “binakol” and “buwaya”. 

Al Valenciano, in turn, gave 
a colorful talk on how he, an 
accountant by training and in 
practice, came to love Inabel.  
He had realized early on that 
the weaving tradition needed 
support lest the art-form be 
extinguished.  Being a native-born 
Ilokano, he made it his life work 
to not only market the Inabel 
made by the many weavers he 
supports but to also maintains the 
original exacting standards of this 
close-set weave whilst creating 
new motifs and incorporating 
contemporary colorings.

Courtesy of Tesoros, guests 
were treated that evening to 
Ilocano-inspired nibbles such as 
empanada with chorizo, bagnet 
skewers, lumpia with chorizo, 

and pâtés of local preserves as 
well as to colorful displays of 
the Inabel heirloom pieces of 
Rene Guatlo, Al Valenciano, and 
Geraldyn Bonnevie which they 
could handle and admire.  

P ro d u c t s  m a d e  o f  I n a b e l , 
consisting of blankets, throw 
pillows, shawls, placemats, bags 
and even footwear, were likewise 
on sale and would be available till 
end of April.  

The talks impressed on everyone 
that night the need to support 
such endangered art forms – by 
way of sustaining sources of the 
original material (i.e., the use 
of locally grown vs imported 
cotton) and modernizing dyeing 
techniques.

The FINEX Arts Committee was 
represented by Domingo Go 
(Chairman), Sonie Aguilar, Malou 
Cristobal, Gina Oris, Lia San Juan, 
Tiffi Zulueta, Mol Fernando and 
spouse, Rey Lugtu, and Beng 
Tesoro. Also in attendance were 
the officers of the Habi Textile 
Foundation led by its President, 
Mar ibe l  Ongpin ,  and Vice-
President, Monsie David, as well 
as members of the Philippine-
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Life's Inner
Garden
By Wilma Inventor-Miranda

An article by Amy Rees Anderson in Forbes magazine dated 
February 27, 2014 reminded me that those who can make things 
or life simple from a complicated ones are the real genius.  Being 
simple once connotate being stupid, but not anymore. If you 
have the ability to make life as simple despite the complexities 
surrounding you, then you are smarter than the others who 
maintain a complicated life.

For instance, if one can explain something too technical to 
somebody who is not of the same profession as you are, in a 
manner that the other person can easily understand takes a skill 
and an intelligence and creativity to be able to empathize with 
the other person and see from his point of view what he needs 
to understand.

On the other hand, our life is getting more complicated as the 
world becomes more tech savvy and the world turns into one 
global techy community.  And it takes a determined effort not to 
be wired into such complicated world. As technology upgrades 
and we try to chase technology we become more stressful and 
more toxic. It is a matter of being able to control one’s life instead 
of being controlled by it that we can overcome the stress in our 
lives. now more than ever, we are forever wired and even on 
rest days we received emails and calls.  We are reachable 24/7 
and instead of making life simple, technology makes it more 
complicated.

In the most basic activity in our lives such as cleaning our 
closets or getting rid of the stuff we do not need, also takes some 
determination and wisdom.  It is still difficult for us to give away 
those stuff we have not been using for so long thinking that we 
might still use it in the future.  But getting away with clutter 
whether in the office or in the house will lessen if not totally 
eliminate a stressful environment or toxic surroundings and 
make our lives simpler.

“Keep it simple stupid” which acronym is KISS is a design 
principle first coined by aircraft engineer Kelly Johnson Foster 
for his team of design engineers who are creators of planes such 
as the spy planes. The principle refers to a fact that most systems 
work best if they are kept simple rather than made complicated.

This life is not meant to be complicated but it is man who is 
making it such.  Whether at work or at home one should make a 

 KEEP IT SImPLE . . .

Psalm 116:6 
“The Lord preserves 
the simple . . .”

determined effort to make 
it as simple as possible.  
“Simplicity is beauty” 
is not just a cliché but 
is a true expression of a 
positive result of a simple 
life. And may I add that a 
simple life brings inner 
joy and peace, too.

Displays of colorful Inabel.

Beng Tesoro and speaker Rene Guatlo with FINEX Arts 
Committee members Rey Lugtu, Sonie Aguilar, Lia San Juan, 
Tiffi Zulueta, Gina Oris, and Malou Cristobal.

Japan Ladies Association and long-time loyal as 
clients of Tesoros.

The FINEX Arts Committee will continue its 
collaboration with Tesoros as it continues to host 
more “Disenyo at Talento” Talks which aim to 
support the preservation of our national heritage 
by engaging with creators of and experts on 
crafts and traditions that are identifiably Filipino.  
Future talks will be held at the soon-to-be 
finished roof-deck of Tesoros, to accommodate 
more attendees. Envisioned topics are: Cordillera 
Crafts, the Music and Mats of the Lumad of 
Bukidnon, an Omnibus event on the Bamboo – its 
traditional and new uses. 

So stay in tune for postings from your FINEX 
ARTS COMMITTEE so you can join these and the 
many other activities we have in store for 2016.
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It Is important for us to be forward thinking and visionaries.

How could we have avoided the recent illegal transfers of funds into 
our country’s financial system? How could we have prevented this 
from happening? Many questions and many options.

In this day and age, we could have modern and real time technology to 
assist us but have we maximized what technology can offer us? Your 
answer is as good as mine. Definitely not. We still have a lot of rooms 
for system improvements in this area. A lot to hope and wish for. For 
good and clean elections to happen so that the needed infrastructures, 
both technological and structural reforms are implemented soonest.

One of the skills of the future that the world is preparing 
for now is Literacy in Technology1 through Computer 
Programming. More and more schools abroad have started 
to integrate computer programming into their curriculum. 
some states in the Us have started to teach the coding 
language to pre-school students. In Asia, China was one 
of the first countries to do this as well. It will do well for 
us to prepare our youth in this area going forward.

Today’s professionals need to match the qualifications and 
standards of competencies required in the Performance 
Qualifications Framework (PQF) and ASEAN standards 
in accordance with Mutual Recognition Arrangements 
(MRA) being discussed nowadays among members of the 
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC).

In a talk during the 18th Employers Confederation of 
the Philippines last February 2016, it was mentioned in 
a study that 65% of preschoolers today will have jobs 
twenty years from now that currently do not exist. the 
demand for professionals with expertise on Computer, 

Mathematics and Engineering will be greater and emphasis 
on soft skills will be given significant importance as well.

It will be interesting to note how good our business 
graduates will become if they have mastered the science of 
technology through finance and accounting programming 
languages. the lessons of today could very well serve 
as guides to our future generation as UK researchers 
now have started to create the technology to preserve 
information in small glass discs or “memory crystals”. 
these “memory crystals” can store up to 360 terabytes 
of data which can serve as evidence to future generations 
of today’s civilization.2 

Wow! If this is the case, we should really live to be 
role models of innovation and good governance for our 
country’s progressive and inclusive development. 

1http://www.p21.org
2http://www.sciencealert.com/this-new-5d-data-storage-disc-can-store-
360tb-of-data-for-14-billion-years


